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Overview
In the contemporary business landscape, a prevailing objective
pursued by numerous companies involves the integration of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) solutions and the enhancement of Customer
Satisfaction. However, achieving these goals is a challenging endeavor
that often necessitates substantial financial investment. 

TailorChat represents an innovative solution poised to address the dual
challenges of integrating AI and elevating customer experience for
businesses. This cutting-edge platform seamlessly combines AI
technology with a sophisticated Chatbot interface, designed to
optimize the overall customer journey. 

TailorChat is a groundbreaking chatbot solution tailored explicitly for
Small to Mid-Sized Businesses (SMBs) and Developers, revolutionizing
the chatbot landscape.

"61% of customers will abandon a website if they
can't find the information they're looking for

within 10 seconds."
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Solution
TailorChat represents an advanced chatbot solution that facilitates
personalized customer engagement for businesses. In this era of
digitalization, having an efficient and user-friendly chatbot on your
website is imperative. With TailorChat, elevate your Customer
Experience to unprecedented heights, fostering meaningful
connections with your clientele.

 Leveraging the power of AI, it offers effortless integration into websites
or as a standalone application, delivering instant and personalized
support to users. However, its value extends beyond this, as TailorChat
boasts full customizability, allowing businesses to align and tailor its
features precisely to their unique operational needs and requirements.

Our

Individuals possessing development expertise can easily acquire the
Flutter source code directly and customize it to suit their specific
preferences.

"92% of customers say that they're more likely to do
business with a company that provides personalized

customer service."
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TailorChat
Benefits of

Optimize your
Website's

Aesthetic Appeal 

Unlock Solutions
which are

Cost-Effective

Harness the
Power of AI 

Embrace 
Limitless Customizability
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The Deligence Technologies

Advantage

Advantage
03

Advantage
01

Over 8 years of
industry
leadership.

Advantage
05

Advantage
02

Advantage
04

Proven track
record of
successful AI
integration for
diverse clients.

Globally
recognized by top
firms across
diverse industries.

Top Rated Plus on
Upwork and
boasting a stellar
4.9 rating on
Clutch.

At Deligence, excellence is
our constant pursuit. Our
core values revolve around
an unwavering commitment
to attention to detail and
customer success.

With a passionate team of
dedicated professionals, we
uphold the highest
standards of quality in all
our endeavors. We take
great pride in fostering
strong client relationships
and delivering solutions that
exceed expectations. At
Deligence, we believe that
success lies in the
satisfaction of our valued
customers, driving us to
continuously innovate and
elevate their experience.

Exceeding
industry
standards with
project
completion time.

https://www.upwork.com/ag/deligencetechnologies/
https://clutch.co/profile/deligence-technologies#highlights
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Should you be interested, you can purchase the source code directly by clicking here.
Alternatively, you can experience a free demo on the same link. If you want to
integrate Tailorchat with your website or want a separate app developed and

customize it according to your Business needs, you can obtain a quote for the same. 
For any Queries/Quote, Please feel free to contact us via any of the methods:

Website www.deligence.com

Email sales@deligence.com

sanjay.deligence

https://codecanyon.net/item/travelbot-flutter-dialogflow-based-ai-powered-chatbot/25630772
https://www.deligence.com/contact-us/
https://join.skype.com/invite/M8e2MHvMdmL6

